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Bluebird Soft: 56% Increase in Sales
Leads with SAP® CRM Rapid-Deployment
Solution
Partner

Founded in 1995, Bluebird Soft Inc. is a world-class global technology provider
manufacturing and selling enterprise and industry mobile devices. By implementing
the SAP® CRM rapid-deployment solution, Bluebird Soft achieved a 56% increase in
sales leads in just three months, and weekly sales reports that previously took at
least three days are now generated in real time.
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Executive overview
Company
Bluebird Soft Inc.
Headquarters
Seoul, Korea
Industry
High tech
Products and Services
Manufacture and sales of
enterprise and industry
mobile devices
Employees
230 (2011)
Revenue
92.5 billion won
(US$81.6 million) (2011)

Business Transformation

Top Benefits Achieved

The company’s top objectives
•• Accelerate implementation of a customer relationship management (CRM)
system to support rapid business growth
•• Integrate sales data into the SAP® ERP application
•• Enhance sales capacity and solution knowledge of sales reps

Increase in sales leads

The resolution
•• Shortened project time frame with the SAP CRM rapid-deployment solution
•• Integrated SAP ERP and SAP CRM, consolidating sales data in SAP ERP
•• Minimized individual gaps in sales capacity and achieved greater
proficiency through innovative sales process guidelines
The key benefits
•• Maximization of sales contract rate through sales process enhancement
•• Systematic management and revenue increase with SAP CRM
•• Shorter implementation time and lower costs with rapid-deployment
solution
Read more

Instant

Weekly and monthly sales
report generation (real
time)

27%

Improvement in
production efficiency
See more metrics

Web Site
www.bluebird.co.kr
Partner
Biztech & Ektimo

56%

“To achieve our sales goal, we needed to build a system that delivered
more systematic customer data management and enhanced our sales
process. The SAP CRM rapid-deployment solution really delivered.”
Sung Yub Lee, Chief Marketing Officer and Executive Vice President, Bluebird Soft Inc.
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Company objectives

Resolution

Business transformation

Future plans

Rapid growth brings need for customer
management
Bluebird Soft also wanted to strengthen the capacity
of its sales reps to make consistent presentations
of company solutions to customers. To that end, it
was necessary to systematically integrate customer
requirements gathered by the sales team with
order processing in SAP ERP to ensure maximum
utilization of resources.

Bluebird Soft lies at the center of Korea’s enterprise
mobility history. It has been the Korean market
leader for 17 years, and its products are currently
provided to 600 partners and 3,000 customers
in 120 countries. With a rapidly expanding global
market share, Bluebird Soft has won Export Tower
Awards and recorded a 40% increase in annual sales
revenue for four consecutive years.

Against this backdrop, the company needed to
implement a solution to maximize its sales success
ratio by enhancing and streamlining the sales
process in line with its growth rate and to generate
more revenue from the systematic management of
sales leads.

Integrated customer data management was critical
to adequately respond to the increasing customer
demand in Bluebird Soft’s swiftly growing business.
The company needed a system to be built in the
shortest possible time that would facilitate an
integrated customer data search by consolidating
customer master data (previously scattered across
different systems) and history data (continuously
being updated).
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Increasing sales success ratio with
SAP CRM implementation
Right after implementing SAP ERP in 2010, Bluebird
Soft decided to add the SAP CRM rapid-deployment
solution. The most important considerations were
integration with SAP ERP, the company’s core
system handling key operational processes, together
with fast delivery and scalability based on the proven
best practice–based methodologies of the rapiddeployment solutions.

Bluebird Soft’s sales and revenue have significantly
improved as a direct result of the consolidation of
sales data into the order system in SAP ERP, which in
turn has maximized operational efficiency. With the
integration of the company’s mail system, sales reps
now receive time-critical information even when they
are in the field, which dramatically improves sales
performance.

In the past, customer data and sales leads were
separately managed by sales reps or maintained
by customer and sales processors. These are now
integrated in SAP ERP. On top of that, the status of
each sales process defined in SAP CRM can also be
monitored in real time for prompt, easy-to-access
sales performance data.

Most noteworthy from this project are the
enterprise-wide process enhancements
implemented under management’s active
leadership, education of all employees on process
innovation, and the employees’ enthusiastic
participation and fulfillment of their roles. All these
factors made it possible to complete the project
successfully in a very short time.
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Gaining a 56% increase in sales leads
with SAP CRM
about 56%. Weekly and monthly sales reports,
which previously took three days and one week,
respectively, are now generated instantly.

With SAP CRM, Bluebird Soft established more
systematic and efficient sales processes, maximizing
its sales success ratio. The systematic management
of sales leads has laid the basis for significant sales
growth.

SAP CRM is also helping Bluebird Soft deliver its
industry mobile devices to customers quickly. A
critical factor for on-time delivery is to procure midto long-term materials in a timely manner. SAP CRM
data has helped improve production and operation
efficiency by 27%, enabling Bluebird Soft to deliver
products to customers within just six weeks.

Sales opportunities registered by sales reps are
now managed in real time, and management
responsibilities are also more clearly defined. Sales
opportunities can be analyzed immediately, enabling
efficient use of resources. Sales leads have increased
Key benefits

56%

27%

Instant

54%

Increase in sales leads

Weekly and monthly sales
report generation (real time)

Improvement in
production efficiency

Increase in sales
success ratio
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Executive overview

Company objectives

Resolution

Accelerating sales
with customercentric business
processes

Business transformation
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Future plans

With the implementation of the SAP CRM rapiddeployment solution, Bluebird Soft strengthened
the capacity of its sales reps within a short time
frame, thereby creating more business opportunities
and increasing sales revenue. Data in SAP CRM
also helped maximize production and operation
efficiency, which in turn contributed to cost savings
and laid the basis for the company’s continued
stable operation.
Despite the expanded business opportunities
accomplished from the SAP CRM implementation,
Bluebird Soft is not stopping its improvement efforts.
It is planning to maximize customer satisfaction
through further process enhancement. The company
is committed to strengthening its leadership in the
enterprise mobile device market through higher
customer satisfaction and ever-increasing expansion
into global markets.
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